Investments into Human Capital as the Factor of Inculcation the Innovations to a Real Economic Sector
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Abstract—The article reviews the transformation conditions of national industry from raw materials direction to a high-tech production and conditions of crossing to the economy, which will be based on knowledge and new technologies. It is shown that the paramount meaning acquire the investments, at first directed into a human fund, science and innovative developments. In the article the authors offer methodical recommendations on creating the model that allows determining the growth of production amount, depending on the assimilations degree and the intensity of their use in production, and the borders of different behavior modes of the considered system also.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of the innovative industry development strategy in Russia offers the basis of the welfare of the whole country in general. One of the conditions of a high productivity and the quality of a produced output and consequently the competitive ability of the native industry in international market, become the development and inculcation the new technique and technologies to the industrial process. The realization of this strategy is impossible without enough investment to a human capital.

In the presented work there were many problems for the authors. Firstly, to substantiate the theoretical-methodological approach to the process of investment to a human capital for creation the conditions of crossing the native economy to the innovative direction of evolution. Secondly, to develop the economic-mathematical model, which allows to find and describe quantitatively the regularity of the production growth amount in the real economy sector using the effective applying of a human resource.

II. METHOD

The information basis for researches were state statistics data and economic-mathematical methods of forecasting also, which allow to make an analysis and reasonable conclusions about the vector and dynamics of social-economic processes and the accordance of the leading economic policy, and the goals of Russian economic growth, and the crossing of the native industry to the innovative development direction. In the basis of the methodical developments we used system, processing, functional and integration approaches. The theoretical basis of made researches connects to the science literature research, dedicated to the problems of forecasting and modeling of a social-economic development of economy, hi-tech production development, investment-innovative activity of industrial companies, the feature of the investment to a human capital.

The research of the appropriate literature gave the ability to meet with achievements and problems of these activity spaces, and also with methods and methodological approaches for solving the designated problems.

III. OUTCOME

The research of modern trends in formation of transformation strategy of native industry with raw-material direction to the hi-tech production and conditions of crossing to economy, which based in knowledge and new technologies.

In specialists’ opinion of National economy forecasting institute and Financial university, economy in Russia has a potential for a stable growth with an investment dynamic
near 8% with rate about 2, 3-3% of GNP per year. Besides, this can be possible with a significant proportion of investment, firstly to a human capital, science, innovation development. However, if to make an analysis of economic growth dynamic for last 25 years, we’ll see that in general the rates of growth were 0.5% per year. These indexes testify about stagnancy of our economy and in many experts’ opinion, including the forecast of Russian government, in nearest decade it can be expected the growth to 1.4-2% at best. This is much less, then the dynamic of the economy growth in developed countries, which is 3.6% in general nowadays. If such a gap doesn’t shrink in 3-4 years, it will naturally become an attenuation of economic and political positions in Russia.

For fracturing these established trends in country the serious structure changes are necessary in the real economy sector. Many economists and politicians connect the success of Russian economy, its structure transformations (especially in a financial system) with the costs dynamic for hydrocarbon and volumes of export. At the same time there should be reminded 2011-2012 years, when the costs growth for oil and oil products didn’t help our economy and next accepted sanctions just aggravated the situation; the rates of economic growth came down sharp and we «fell down» to the sanction trap.

In this connection it is unpromisingly to build an economic policy according to the costs growth dynamic for hydrocarbon in our opinion. Besides, it is rather hard to forecast the costs growth in a long-term perspective. So, now many people understand that the costs dynamic for hydrocarbon can’t be the basis for a long-term stable growth of national economy and pay attention to such factors of economy growth like labor productivity and rising the quality of national economy and pay attention to such factors of economic growth because they create possibilities for development and introduction of new technologies to an industry at last, rising the working labor productivity, release of competitive products, export growth. Of course, the investment to a human capital connects to significant risks, for which calculating and searching for direction of their declining there is not enough experience: till nowadays there are not enough approved and reliable methods of efficiency calculation of investments to a human capital with risk considering, which can allow to give reliable forecast evaluations. In many ways it connects to this that human activity and behavior are complicated connection of desires, feelings, thoughts about processes, passing at a company/organization, in country/district, where a human works and lives and depends on level and education quality also, received by him during the whole previous period of life.

Structure formations assume an accounting of out and inner factors, which complex influence forms different effects and regulates social-economic parameters, which determine directions and development dynamic of the country [2]. From that it could be made suggestions that quality structure changes and process of effective knowledge-intensive industry formation should consider volumes of investments to a real economic sector and to a human capital and also the level of using science, staffing, financial and fund potential in industry. Wherein it should be paid serious attention to development and stimulating that spaces of industry, which lost their positions during the restructuring years, firstly we speak about convert industry companies [3].

These structure changes became especially necessary from the moment of Russian entrance to WTO, when the situation aggravated sharp between Russian and foreign companies, which release science-intensive products [4] [5]. In such a situation an ability of heads and people, who are responsible for held reforms, to evaluate correctly and provide the conditions for its development and effective using on time plays a big role, this will allow not just to save, but to increase trade positions of Russian enterprises in international market trades.

As human capital is a complex of inborn abilities, possibilities and features, acquired during a life, which value and quality are hard forecasted, so investment is connected to a high proportion of uncertainty and unpredictability of the results of such kind investments. This unpredictability also follows from that, that economic processes have a complicated structure of a ramified system of interconnections, requiring a stable updating for knowledge and skills for analyzing and calculating. As there are more of them and as wide and deep are them, then easier and more adequate human reacts on any changes, which happen in a society, economy, policy. Besides, the process of investigation and reacting on circumstances are subjective and in many ways are formed because of individual psychological features of a separate person, so it leads to a high level of an uncertainty and a risk of an intellectual potential development.
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We’ll look at the dependency of investment’s dynamic to a general human capital, an assimilation of new innovative developments and the volume of productivity, connected with that processes.

In our reasoning we’ll proceed from that, that a speed of an assimilation of new knowledges is limited because of human physiology specify. His physical data, health, assimilation skill of big volumes of information get lower with age. Besides, knowledge become stale during time. The speed of assimilation of new information can be showed from the following reasoning as the equation:

\[ Y = \frac{dW}{dt} = \mu Q \]

(1)

The speed of ageing of before assimilated information can be showed like :

\[ Y' = \frac{\delta W}{\delta t} = \lambda I \]

(2)

where I is the value of the investments to an intellectual space, which is considered from working volume rising \(1=\mu Q\).

\( W_{ncw} \) - is the volume of new information, assimilated by the individual person;

\( W_{cm} \) - is the volume of the staled information.

So, the speed of studying can be showed as a knowledge updating dynamic and to consider the difference between just assimilated and aged information:

\[ Y = \frac{dW}{dt} = \frac{\delta W - \delta W}{\delta t} \]

(3)

The solution of this equation gives us a connection

\[ W = \frac{\lambda I}{\lambda - \delta t} \cdot (e^{\delta t} - e^{\lambda t}) \]

(4)

The growth of productivity volumes will require additional resources. Empirically getting a dependence between the volume industry dynamic and the growth of the necessary resources, we’ll get a correlation:

\[ DS = \frac{k \cdot k}{k} \cdot e^{\lambda t} \]

The researches of get dependence gave an opportunity to consider different modes of developing index system behavior, determining the volume growth of production in connection with the level of innovation assimilation and their used intensity in production and also to distinguish the limits of these modes, and following to distinguish the conditions with which the system will be stable.

For calculating the degree accounting of using new resources in production with help of assimilation of additional skills, we’ll use the dependence:

\[ \forall(t) = \forall(t - 1) + \forall(t - 1)(2 \forall(t) - \forall(t - 1)) \]

where the level of knowledge growth is.

Build system of equations will look like this:
\[
\begin{align*}
X(t+1) &= (p_w + p_t w(t)) - \frac{X \cdot R}{R + g \cdot X} \\
R(t+1) &= \frac{k_3 \Delta Q}{k_4} e^{\gamma t} + h + \gamma W(t) \\
W(t) &= \frac{k_1 \beta Q}{k_2 - k_1} (e^{\beta t} - e^{\gamma t})
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(Q(t)\) - volume of production in connection with new resources using owing to the assimilation of new information
- volume of used resources;
- information volume;
- coefficient, determine the changing dynamic of variables;
\( g, \gamma, \beta\) - coefficients, determine the algorithm of new organizational- economic connections search and forms of dependences;
\( h\) - revolving resources.

Fig. 1. The growth of production efficiency in the economy receptive to innovation.

The value \(\rho_0\) of determines by temps of extensive volumes’ growth of production because of having the necessary resources.

Experimental researches of the received model showed different modes of events’ extension.

So, having a big volume of unused resources and a low level of using the intellectual space, the production volumes will firstly rise high temps, but then the scales of production are falling rather fast and getting low for 4.6 times for 6-7 years. Then the stability comes, and the production is made just from renewable resources. In that cases when the parameters’ growth of innovation assimilation in production is observed, the temps’ dynamic of the volumes’ growth of production with the ending of traditional resources is getting slower, but gets high temps of development because of intellectual constituent, and government stands in the range of high-developed countries because of the technological evolution.

IV. DISCUSSION

The presented research of investment problem to a human and using a human capital for effective introduction of innovations to a real economic sector and also the model, which is an integration of dependence of investment dynamic to a human capital, the assimilation of new innovative developments and processes of volume production, connected with that, are based on empirical and theoretic methods. The distinctive feature of this research is the development of the methodical approach to investment to a human capital with the aim of providing the conditions, which are necessary for crossing the economy to an innovative direction of evolution.

The reliability of received results is proved by the data of empirical researches and official statistic information, put in the government committee of statistics web-site [6].
V. CONCLUSION

The presented model allows to make an analysis of many modes of functioning of a separate company, industry, to describe the innovative dynamic and their influence on economic development of a separate district or country in general with accounting of its multilevel structure. Hold researches, made by us, showed that the results of such modeling give an opportunity to make the parameters' limit, which determine the dynamic and stability of interested processes’ development, to determine the limits of economic systems’ stability and can be used in forming the economic strategy development in different modes of functioning the researched economic systems.

It is possible that we connect excessively optimistic the economic growth in Russia with the investment structure changing and its direction to a human capital (to science, education, innovations also), but nowadays it looks like the only one possible moving.
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